Aboriginal Australian contemporary artists create works that express indigenous traditions as well as the unprecedented conditions of global modernity. This is especially true for the founders of the Spinifex Arts Project, a collective established in 1997 to create so-called "government paintings": the large-scale canvases produced as documents of land tenure used in negotiations with the government of Western Australia to reclaim expropriated desert homelands. British and Australian nuclear testing in the 1950s displaced the Anangu juta pila nguru, now known to us as the Spinifex people, from their nomadic lifeworld. Exodus and the subsequent struggle to regain lost homelands through paintings created as corroborating evidence for native title claims make Spinifex canvases not simply expressions of Tjukurpa, or "Dreamings," but also artifacts of the atomic age and its impact on a culture seemingly far from the front lines of cold war conflict.
Thomas, Roy Underwood, Lennard Walker, and Tjaruwa Woods-conveys the perplexing nature of our relationship as cultural contemporaries. With the exception of a set of historically significant works in the Spinifex Arts Community Collection, the artists' entire production has left the desert destined for accession in private and institutional collections.
Just as Spinifex people reclaimed responsibility for the custodianship of their desert homelands, custodianship of their artistic output is passed to those who purchase it, whether as impassioned collector, enlightened curator, or calculating investor. What follows is a narrative of events that entangle recent Western history with that of the Spinifex people. It is knowledge that can-and I believe should-transform our perception of the works of art entrusted to our care, and which serve as implicit memento mori of the cold war era. courtesy Spinifex Arts Project).
When she was a baby, the artist lived at Kamanti. With its twin rockholes, Kamanti has a double catchment of the water essential to survival under extremely harsh conditions. The Wati Kutjara (Lizard Men) songline, sometimes referred to as "Two Men Dreaming," runs through Kamanti, making it an important site for Tjukurpa. This painting, a dynamic virtual map of country, references many geographic sites bearing the presence of the Tjukurpa fundamental to an understanding of country in its spiritual From West's account: "This painting represents Tjitjjiti, a large salt lake. It is the site of the creation story of Two Women. This story involves Two Women walking across the big salt lake with a child. A stranger hails them, a Quoll (a marsupial species) Man, who tells them to hand over the child. The ladies ran, but the Quoll Man threw a spear that impaled the Two Women together with the child. This is a sad story.
Today those Two Women can still be seen standing at Tjitjjiti."
A Home of Many Hearths
Invariably, humans produce debris, intercultural or otherwise. Residue scattered around waterholes in the Great Victoria Desert attests to long-term occupation of a landscape considered uninhabitable by non-Aboriginal Australians. Discarded artifacts fanning out several kilometers from water sources pepper the ground at a density of up to seven hundred pieces per square meter. A single site can contain as many as five hundred million fragments, according to anthropologist Scott Cane. To account for this density of debris, "fifty people would have to make and discard at least one hundred thousand artifacts a year over a ten thousand year period." 15 In fact, evidence suggests occupation of the Spinifex homelands for the last forty thousand years, its pattern of habitation varying with shifts in climate. Groups of nomads foraged within a radius of about twenty kilometers from permanent waterholes. Temporary encampments punctuated the roving course of hunting 7 9 G r e g C a s t i l l o Geometric arrangements of upended shale slabs stretching for sixty meters prompted him to photograph the stones "from every angle" and collect charcoal samples for carbon dating. In his memoirs, Beadell wrote:
There was an ironic clash of old and new here, as only a few short miles away the first mighty atomic bomb ever to be brought to the mainland of Australia was to be blasted into immediate oblivion in several weeks' time, and it was the by-products of this very weapon which could be used for determining the age of the charcoal from these prehistoric fires…. I couldn't help asking myself what these people, had they still been here, would have imagined if they had witnessed the glow from our atomic upheaval followed by earth tremors and shock waves.
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Beadell's presumption that the Aboriginal debris was "prehistoric" reflected a Euro-Australian conviction that the Woomera range was long unoccupied, accounting as well for his matterof-fact attitude regarding the radioactive particles that were about to be strewn across the land. 
